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Individuals in Argument
- Robert V. Levine, a Professor of Psychology and Social Psychology
- Christina Toren, Social Anthropologist.
- Allison James, Professor of Sociology at the University of Sheffield where
she has worked in the anthropology and sociology of childhood.
- David M Rosen, Ph.D. in Anthropology from the University of Illinois.
Currently working as an Anthropology Professor at Fairleigh Dickinson
University.
- Jill E. Korbin, Ph.D. from the University of California at Los Angeles.
She is a cultural and medical anthropologist.
- Myra Bluebond-Langner, Professor of Anthropology at Rutgers
University-Camden.

Should Children be Exposed to Ethnographic Research?
“The emerging anthropology of children & childhoods must of necessity take into
account the rights of children as set forth in the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child. (UNCRC; see UNICEFF)”
Three interlocking principles: Protection, Provision, & Participation.
“Participation has stimulated a research & policy agenda that includes children’s views &
perspectives. This expanded research interest is interdisciplinary & falls under the rubric of
“Childhood Studies.”
“Anthropology’s long-standing orientations towards an emic view & multivocality dovetails
with these emerging interests in studies of children & childhoods.”
How should anthropology go about including children in ethnographic works? How should
the [child(s)] perspective ethically accessed?
IRB Minor Protection laws

“Bright Lines”
“The ethnography of childhood, is based on the premise-constantly reexamined in
empirical research-that the conditions & shape of childhood tend to vary in central
tendency from one population to another, are sensitive to population-specific
contexts, and are not comprehensible without detailed knowledge of the socially &
culturally organized contexts that give them meaning” - Robert V. Levine, a Professor
of Psychology and Social Psychology
Anthropologists are now lead to resist universals. However the UNCRC, other
treaties, & statutes feature a “bright line” of age: years lived. Minors are anyone
under the age of 18. These bright lines are immediately problematic for
anthropologists.
Variation by culture, ethnicity, gender, history, & location found in the cross-cultural
record are no longer considered as factors regarding minors.

“Children, like adults, do not escape structural constraints.”

How to Represent?
“Like the rest of us, each of these children were born into a world in the making that
was already rendered meaningful in all its material aspects, and with time they are
making these meanings anew. - Christina Toren, Social Anthropologist
Children are no longer being readily accepted as passive recipients of action but as
actors in their own right.
Allison James explains the complexities that involve trying to give voice to children.
Authenticity
Children’s perspectives
The nature of their participation in the research process
“...dilemmas raised by the politics of representations are by now well rehearsed; for
anthropologists of childhood, however, these have yet to be fully articulated, and they
remain a very present and pressing concern given the rhetorical power that “the voice of
the child” wields.”

Fears with Ascribing Meaning
When we move away from a view of children as passive recipients of action and
ascribe them agency and competency, or even when we shift weight to agency and
away from children as developing beings in need of protection, what happens to
vulnerability?
Underscores the tension between conceptions of children as developing beings who
are vulnerable and in need of protections and of children as in possession of agency,
capable and able to make interpretations of their worlds and act on them. Rosen
points out there are thousands of youth caught up in horrible crimes. How should
they be viewed?
As innocent victims of political circumstance who should be protected and forgiven?
Or as moral agents who should be held responsible for their actions?

Rosen states to fail in acknowledging children’s decisions to take conscious
action in violence would fail to respect children and to recognize their
agency.
“The desire to protect children is strong in various professional
organizations, including anthropology.”

What Should be Done Next
Studying further guides of structuring ethnographic text like the book
Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes by anthropologists should be focused
upon. Representing members meanings and writing literature that
does not sanitize OR villainize a demographic is the goal of the
anthropologist/ethnographer.

Going Forward:
Based off of my own experience
in a case study concerning minors
& the struggle to find continued
access I believe this is a crucial
insight we are missing.
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